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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The aim of this study was to explore and understand women’s pathways to breast cancer diagnosis and factors influencing this journey.

Design and setting: Indepth interviews were conducted with clients at a tertiary level breast cancer clinic in Cape Town, South Africa. A thematic analysis was performed underpinned by the theoretical concepts of the Model of Pathways to Treatment framework.

Participants: 20 women were interviewed within 1 week of being diagnosed with breast cancer.

Results: The average time between discovery of bodily changes to breast cancer diagnosis was 8.5 months. Deficits in breast self-awareness and knowledge of breast cancer symptoms delayed women’s interpretation of bodily changes as being abnormal. All women first noticed breast lumps; however, many did not perceive it as abnormal until additional symptoms were present. General good health, attribution of symptoms to ageing, and past benign breast disease resulted in women being complacent about bodily changes. Disclosure to family members served as a trigger to seek healthcare. The initial type of primary care services women accessed was influenced by perceptions of care each service provided, finances, structural factors, and personal safety related to the physical location of services.

Conclusions: Symptom appraisal and interpretation contributed significantly to delayed presentation. To improve timely diagnosis of breast cancer, interventions that increase women’s confidence in detecting breast changes, improve knowledge of breast cancer symptoms, address myths, and encourage prompt help-seeking behaviour are required.

INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a major public health burden and remains the commonest form of cancer among women worldwide, with 1.7 million new cases diagnosed each year. Global trends show that since 2008, breast cancer incidence has increased by more than 20% and mortality by 14%. In part, the increasing breast cancer incidence can be attributed to better diagnostic capabilities. In 2012, the majority (53%) of new breast cancer cases were among women living in less developed countries,1,2 where the shift toward more affluent lifestyles, particularly those associated with dietary and reproductive risk factors, has been associated with a rising burden of cancers. Lack of early detection programmes and access to treatment place women in less developed regions at a high mortality risk.

Breast cancer is the commonest form of cancer among women in South Africa (SA), with an age-standardised incidence rate of 27 per 100 000 women,3 and a major cause of cancer mortality, accounting for 16% of cancer deaths among women.4 Since 1994, SA has transformed its healthcare system to one that is comprehensive, integrated, and has a primary healthcare focus.5 Like most of the resource-constrained countries, SA does not have a national mammography screening programme. Typically, women with breast symptoms self-present to primary healthcare
facilities and are referred to secondary or tertiary level health facilities if further diagnostic work-up is required to diagnose breast cancer. Similar to other developing countries, the majority of patients present with late stage disease, which is associated with a poorer prognosis. Appropriate recognition of breast symptoms, improved access to health facilities, and accurate investigation of symptomatic women are essential to downstage with breast cancer.

For people with potential symptoms of cancer, the pathway to cancer diagnosis is complex. Studies have shown that time to diagnosis may be influenced by several factors, including knowledge and awareness of cancer symptoms, the nature of the symptoms, perception of risk, and the health system, psychological and sociocultural barriers to healthcare. Understanding the influence of these factors on the pathway women follow to breast cancer diagnosis is vital to the development of interventions.

Theoretical frameworks provide a systematic approach to understanding health behaviour and there have been calls for greater theoretical underpinning of help-seeking research. The Model of Pathways to Treatment provides a useful research framework to explore and understand patient’s journeys as it takes into account the complex and dynamic nature of help-seeking behaviour. The Model identifies five key events in the pathway to care viz detection of bodily changes; perceived reasons to discuss symptoms with a healthcare provider; first consultation with a healthcare provider; diagnosis and start of treatment; and four important intervals between these events: the appraisal, help seeking, diagnostic and the pretreatment intervals. Importantly, this framework can be used to identify targets for interventions to promote timely diagnosis. Using the Model of Pathways to Treatment framework, we explored patient’s interpretation and understanding of breast cancer symptoms, and factors influencing their pathway to diagnosis. Little is known about the pathway that women follow in reaching a breast cancer diagnosis in SA. Initial exploration using qualitative research techniques were considered most appropriate as the methodology allows for a more subtle and detailed understanding of complex issues.

METHODS
The study was conducted at the Groote Schuur Hospital Combined Breast Clinic in Cape Town, SA. The Breast Clinic is an open access, one-stop diagnostic clinic where women may present with a letter from a primary level provider (nurse practitioner or doctor). It provides a same day clinical and cytological evaluation with immediate referral to an on-site oncologist if the breast cytology is positive for malignancy. Typically, newly diagnosed patients are reviewed by a multidisciplinary team, including surgeons, oncologists, radiologists and pathologists within 1 week of diagnosis to develop a management plan. Indepth interviews were conducted with 20 purposively selected patients with newly diagnosed breast cancer between May and July 2014. Women were interviewed within 1 week of being diagnosed with breast cancer.

Data were collected using an interview guide that explored women’s journey from discovery of breast changes to presentation at the Breast Clinic. Issues explored included: personal interpretation of breast changes, understanding of breast cancer signs and symptoms; perceived risk; social and family support; triggers to seeking care; access to healthcare; use of various levels of care (including alternative care); and commonly held community beliefs. Using a calendar prompt, the time interval between discovery of bodily changes to breast cancer diagnosis was elicited. The interview guide was pilot tested with two patients with newly diagnosed breast cancer and minor modifications to the wording of some questions were made. A female Xhosa-speaking research nurse trained in qualitative research methods, who was not part of the clinical management team, approached clients to take part in the study. All study participants provided written informed consent prior to the interview process. The research nurse conducted interviews lasting between 45 and 60 min in the language of the respondent in a private room at the Breast Clinic. Six participants were accompanied by a family member or friend, and with the consent of the participant were present during the interviews. All interviews were digitally recorded with the permission of respondents and field notes were also taken.

All recordings and field notes were translated into English, where necessary, and transcribed. Transcripts were reviewed by JM and data collection stopped once data saturation was reached. Data were entered into QSR NVivo 10 (a qualitative computer software package). A thematic analysis was performed. Initial coding categories for analysing data were drawn from the interview guides and from the theoretical concepts of the Model of Pathways to Treatment. JM and MM read through all the transcripts and developed initial coding categories. MM coded the data and JM reviewed the coded data. Once all the text segments had been given basic codes, the codes were categorised into basic themes by placing similar codes together. No additional themes emerged from this process. Themes were then discussed with the clinical team members (LC and TN).

RESULTS
Twenty-two women were approached to take part in the study; one declined and another was ineligible as she had been previously diagnosed with breast cancer. The mean age of the 20 women interviewed was 52 years (range 30–74 years). Thirteen participants were married, six were single and in a stable relationship and one was widowed. All but one participant had a high school or higher education. Five participants were employed, 4
were pensioners and the remaining 11 were unemployed. Ten women had late stage cancer (ie, stage III or IV) at the time of diagnosis. The average time between discovery of breast changes and cancer diagnosis was 256 days; with an average of 164 days between discovery of changes and presentation to the first healthcare provider, that is, the appraisal and help-seeking interval, and 92 days between assessment by the first health provider and diagnosis at the tertiary hospital breast clinic, that is, the diagnostic interval.

Breast cancer knowledge and perception of risk
Many women reported no prior knowledge about breast cancer. As one participant reported:

No, not at all so when I did find the lump which apparently I have been complaining about two years ago it was difficult for me because I had no knowledge about breast cancer. (ID10)

A few had received information from: pamphlets distributed at health facilities; television and radio campaigns; healthcare professionals, and from friends or relatives who had been diagnosed with breast cancer. Information received related to breast cancer symptoms and to a lesser extent breast self-examination. However, most were only able to vaguely report on the information received and generally felt it to be insufficient.

I did have knowledge [about breast cancer] but not the full content. (ID06)

Not really, you read the pamphlets and you actually don’t understand it. (ID01)

Many women did not perceive themselves as being at risk of breast cancer.

No, it [breast cancer] didn’t worry me… It was almost like it [breast cancer] won’t happen to me that kind of attitude that I had. (ID11)

Some women had experience of family members having breast cancer, but this did not lead to a perception of increased risk, not did it prompt women to seek early care.

My other cousin had breast cancer…she ended up dying in 2011… I have seen the pamphlets and adverts from the television about breast cancer but I was not that interested and did not pay much attention… I have never examined myself… I really do not know anything about cancer. (ID13)

Discovery and initial appraisal of body changes
For all women, a lump was the first body change noticed. Some reported accidental discovery of a breast lump, either by themselves or a partner. Others had breast changes detected as part of a clinician visit for an unrelated problem, for example, “I was at a neurologist just for my head…she checked my breasts” (ID11).

A few women were aware of the practice of breast self-examination, either from being informed by a health professional or through watching television. Some had discovered their lump during a breast self-examination.

They also teach us when we sit there and waiting for the family planning clinic: how to examine your breast clock-wise and that and how to keep your hands on your breast and when is the best time to do it and so on. Because of the knowledge that’s why I examined myself I felt inconsistency on this one (pointing at right breast) that was not here and so I went to the private doctor. (ID12)

I first noticed while self examining my breasts because I heard from the television that one of the symptoms of cancer is a lump and how to check your breasts. (ID17)

However, a few women found the discussion on breast self-examination awkward, and reported feeling uncomfortable palpating their own breasts. As one participant remarked:

I don’t think it is right to feel your breasts. (ID14)

Prior experience of breast conditions caused some women to interpret their symptoms as being benign.

Another thing that made me not pay attention was because I am used to have abscesses in my breasts but then they would heal and disappear but this one didn’t go away and my breast started getting darker and I decided to go to the clinic. (ID17)

It is 6 cm at the moment, so I didn’t take note of it because…reason being when I was in high school I also found lumps in my breast and it was breast mice [fibroadenoma], so automatically I thought it’s that again, so it’s nothing to worry about. (ID10)

For many, the lack of accompanying symptoms such as pain or skin changes led to a misinterpretation of the initial symptom, false sense of reassurance and delay in seeking medical care.

I didn’t pay attention to the lump because it wasn’t painful when it started showing. (ID16)

I stood in the mirror and looked and I was like it’s okay for one of your breasts to be bigger than the other and that’s normal and I didn’t see the redness or any signs that one looks for and then I thought it was not breast cancer because there weren’t any of those signs of breast cancer. (ID10)

Most women reported being in good health and therefore, were less likely to be concerned about symptoms. Others had noticed general symptoms, such as loss of appetite and weight, but attributed this to ageing.
I really do not feel sick at all. (ID08)

But we thought with age comes losing weight and eating less. (ID09)

Women reported being fearful on discovery of initial breast changes. This caused some to deny or rationalise the seriousness of the symptoms, or hope that these would go away.

I felt like you know what, whatever... I am not going still bother about going. I think I was a little bit scared because I would rather not know, than know what it is. So if it’s just painful and not affecting my health and I am not getting sick then it must be okay. (ID10)

**Triggers to seeking care**

A few women sought medical care immediately on discovery of the initial symptom. Most women however, monitored their initial symptoms and either persistence of symptoms, an increase in size of the lump, or experience of additional symptoms—such as pain or skin changes—were triggers to seek medical care.

I felt the little lump and I thought I am going to go, but postpone and so on. And then the end of last year I felt that the lump was bigger and then I thought I needed to go but also, you know I’ll go, maybe during the recess, when we off work. In about two months or maybe three months ago I saw the dent in my breast and there was a red mark and I thought okay, I must go. (ID07)

Disclosure to family members influenced some participants to seek medical care.

Because she [mother] nagged me I came. (ID01)

In February or March the lump started growing bigger and I told my husband and he took me to the doctor. (ID06)

**Access to healthcare**

Most women attended public healthcare facilities for financial reasons, including low transport costs, as facilities were located close to their homes and thus they could benefit from the free public sector services. Women who sought care through the private sector did so because of convenience in terms of the prompt doctor services and the longer opening times, as well as the perceived better care and safety.

Because you don’t have to queue when you visit them (private practitioner). At the clinic you have to wake up early and you might not even be seen by a doctor. (ID13)

[At public hospital there is] a problem of gangsters. (ID11)

Some believed that there was little difference between private and public doctor services. The few women who reported seeking care from a traditional healer did so in conjunction with receiving care from mainstream physicians, often after being influenced by others or if they did not perceive their symptoms to be improving. Participants who sought care from a traditional healer did so when they were visiting relatives in more rural areas in the Eastern Cape Province.

Once women sought help for the breast symptoms, many were quickly referred for appropriate assessment and management to a secondary or tertiary level health service. However, a few felt they had been misdiagnosed (in both private and public health facilities), and that this delayed final diagnosis and treatment.

I examined myself and I felt a small like a pea size lump here in my breast. So I went to the doctor and he told me that it was a gland and that’s all… As time went on... I started to find that it was growing and it was growing great, so I went to the doctor again, the same surgery and there was the other doctor there a lady doctor...so she sent me to the Day Hospital. (ID12)

It was last year and she was misdiagnosed by the doctor. She went to a doctor because she felt something small in her breast and then the doctor said she might have picked up something heavy. She was given pain tablets. (ID06)

**Competing priorities**

There was some evidence that women delayed in seeking care due to work commitments. However for one participant disclosure to a work manager resulted in influence to promptly seek care.

**Community views and support mechanisms**

Many women mentioned that cancer and breast cancer, in particular, was not something that was generally discussed in the community; moreover general knowledge about breast cancer seemed to be limited in the community.

I don’t want to lie, I have never heard people talking about it [breast cancer]… It [breast cancer] is something that’s not talked about… (ID13)

People do not really talk about it [breast cancer]. My friends never talk about it [breast cancer]. (ID10)

A few women said that when cancer was mentioned in the community, it was usually related to the death of family member or friend.

People never talk about it at all. It only when we hear that someone has got cancer or someone has died of cancer. People do not actually talk about their views about cancer. I think that people know that cancer kills people but they do not look down upon you. Another thing we hear about it when someone has died already. (ID08)
Most women chose to tell their immediate family and close friends of their diagnosis, and appeared to have adequate support structures in place. Participants reported that family members were an important source of emotional and practical support.

**DISCUSSION**

Understanding pathways to cancer diagnosis is vital to the development of effective interventions to promote timely diagnosis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study exploring women’s pathway to breast cancer diagnosis in SA using the Model of Pathways to Treatment as a theoretical framework. Similar to other studies, an important component of delayed presentation in our study was the long appraisal and help-seeking interval. The first event in this interval, the detection of bodily changes, requires women to be aware of normal body morphology, have knowledge of and feel comfortable with breast self-examination, and have confidence in the ability to detect changes. Many women in our study lacked such knowledge and confidence. Further research that explores why women felt discomfort in touching their breasts is required as this is key to changing health behaviour. Women reported anxiety on discovery of breast changes and as reported elsewhere, this resulted in conflicting outcomes causing some to deny the seriousness of bodily changes and dismiss it as normal, and others to seek care promptly.

Our study points to a clear need for targeted interventions to increase women’s ability and confidence to detect breast changes. Interventions will need to take into account possible discomfort with touching oneself, reported in our and other studies, and the fear of self-detection of breast cancer.

Women with low breast cancer awareness are more likely to delay in presenting to a healthcare provider. In our study, a major deficit in knowledge of the symptoms of breast cancer delayed women’s interpretation of body changes as being abnormal. Although the initial change reported by all women was a breast lump, many did not perceive it as abnormal until additional symptoms, such as pain and skin changes, were experienced. Pain associated with breast lumps has been shown to influence women’s help-seeking behaviour in different ways. For some women, as in our study, the absence of pain results in a misinterpretation of the lump as benign and can contribute to delays in seeking care, while others have reported that some women regard absence of pain as sinister and this is a trigger for action.

The Common-Sense Model of Illness Self-regulation suggests that for bodily changes to be perceived as a symptom, that is, as abnormal, the changes need to exceed an inference threshold for it to result in a more complete appraisal of the symptom. Bodily changes below the threshold are normalised. In our study, both a sense of overall good health and attribution of more general symptoms, such as loss of weight to ageing, resulted in women being complacent about bodily changes and delayed help seeking. Women with a history of benign breast disease exhibited an optimistic bias in interpreting symptoms, and for some this was reinforced by downplaying of symptoms by healthcare providers.

A family history of cancer influences beliefs about cancer curability as well as perceived risk of breast cancer. Despite having a family history of breast cancer, many of our participants did not perceive themselves at increased risk, nor did it influence the interpretation of a breast lump as abnormal.

Most women reported a period of monitoring of symptoms before deciding to seek care. Decisions to seek care were sometimes not acted on immediately because of contextual factors such as work priorities and relocation. The tendency for women to put other priorities ahead of their own health has been reported. Limited research is available on how job conditions may impact on health-seeking behaviour among women with cancer symptoms. Employers could play an important role in helping women manage work–health-seeking conflicts. For at least one participant in our study, disclosure to a manager was an important trigger to seeking care, suggesting that occupational settings could serve as an important site for education on breast cancer symptoms; this increases the likelihood of early presentation of breast cancer.

Our study confirms the findings of others on the important role that family and community members play in encouraging timely presentation as well as endorsing ill health. Disclosure to family members was an important trigger to seek healthcare. Further, where detection of breast changes was made by others, usually by a close family member, women sought prompt entry to health services. In contrast to other studies, women did not report being fearful of isolation or abandonment in disclosing symptoms to husbands and other close family members. Most participants reported family members had offered emotional and social support for future planned breast cancer treatment. Our findings show that limited discussions on cancer, including breast cancer, occur at a community level. Further, when discussions take place, these tend to centre on cancer as a terminal disease. Community views on the poor prognosis of cancer could have resulted in initial denial of a possible cancer diagnosis, causing some to only seek help when symptoms worsened. Findings highlight the importance of breast cancer awareness campaigns for expanding the target audience from women to all members in the community, and including messages on the improved prognosis associated with an early diagnosis.

The type of primary level care services (public clinics or private general practitioners) women accessed for initial appraisal of their symptoms was influenced by perceptions of care each provided, finances, structural
factors such as long queues, and personal safety in terms of the physical location of services. It was difficult to ascertain whether these factors led to a delay in entry to healthcare; however, other studies have shown that such factors can hinder timely medical care. There were some reports of possible initial misdiagnosis by public and private sector practitioners causing a delay in diagnosis. Further research to explore the need for provider training in assessment of symptoms suggestive of breast cancer is required. In our study, women reported limited use of traditional healers, but such practitioners could play a larger role in entry into healthcare in rural communities.

Our study was conducted at one clinic in the Western Cape Province which limits its generalisability. However, it does provide a more in-depth and nuanced understanding of women’s knowledge, experiences, and factors influencing action—a strength of qualitative research. Further quantitative studies are required to confirm findings. Although retrospective recall could have affected accurate reporting of symptoms and health-seeking behaviour, conducting interviews within 1 week of diagnosis and using a calendar prompt is likely to have minimised recall bias. However, conducting the interviews within 1 week of diagnosis could also have meant that some participants were not emotionally prepared to put their story into perspective. A limitation of the study is that it only includes women who have accessed healthcare. Awareness of breast changes and factors influencing symptom interpretation and management among women who have not accessed care needs to be explored.

CONCLUSION
Symptom appraisal and interpretation contributed significantly to delayed presentation. To improve timely diagnosis of breast cancer, interventions that increase women’s confidence in detecting breast changes, improve knowledge of breast cancer symptoms among women and the general community, address notions that lead to misinterpretation of symptoms, and encourage prompt help-seeking behaviour are required.
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